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CASE STUDY

The challenge
Sandbox and Co. is an online publishing company that manages 
a portfolio of education sites on mobile, over-the-top media, 
desktop and app platforms. Sandbox and Co. wanted to increase 
digital ad revenue while reducing operating costs associated with 
running both an ad technology team and a global direct ad sales 
team. They sought to partner with a digital advertising partner 
capable of handling the scale and complexity of their diverse 
product offerings. 

The approach
Sandbox and Co. chose to partner with Playwire, a 14-year 
veteran in the industry, to leverage Playwire’s technologies and 
experienced sales relationships. Playwire first worked with 
Sandbox to integrate an easy-to-deploy technology across 
Sandbox's entire portfolio of media properties. 

Playwire then revamped Sandbox's monetization strategy 
through Playwire's Direct Sales channels. All Sandbox properties 
had immediate access to Private Marketplace, programmatic 
guaranteed, and direct deals found exclusively on the Playwire 
platform. Playwire’s Yield Ops team reworked the Sandbox legacy 
ad pricing logic, reviewed policy compliance, adopted Google 
Open Bidding and Amazon Transparent Ad Marketplace, and 
integrated 3 times the number of header bidding partners. 
Sandbox also adopted Playwire's proprietary video content and 
ad monetization product, Trendi, to access high video CPMs 
across all sites.

Sandbox sees 150% 
growth on sites through 
Playwire partnership 

The results
Sandbox saw a 50% increase in revenue in the first month of 
their trusted partnership. From February 2018 to May 2020, 
Sandbox experienced a 150% growth on sites year-over-year 
and a 30% reduction in operational expenses. With Playwire’s 
video technology across all sites, Sandbox’s revenue uplift was 
complemented by an increase in page speed and CPMs, 
garnering better results than Sandbox had anticipated. 
Because of these improvements, Sandbox was able to redirect 
personnel and energy from ad-related issues to focus instead 
on increasing site traffic and delivering content for their most 
valued asset, their users.
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—Abhi Arya, Co-Founder of Sandbox and Co.  
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